Simplifying HPC with Intel® Cluster Ready
Intel and Silicon Mechanics make it simple to increase
productivity and solve new problems with HPC

Case Study
Intel Cluster Ready

• Simplify HPC. Make it simple for customers to buy, deploy, and manage high-performance
computing (HPC) clusters to solve new problems and increase productivity.

High-performance
computing

• Enhance reliability. Give customers the confidence that their applications will run on the
clusters they choose.

Challenge

• Streamline cluster management. Reduce administrative complexity so more small organizations can capitalize on the power of HPC.
Solution

• Certified Intel® Cluster Ready cluster. Silicon Mechanics offers certified Intel Cluster
Ready clusters with Intel® Xeon® processors to deliver computing power without complexity.
• Proof point. Intel and Silicon Mechanics created a certified Intel Cluster Ready cluster and in
a single day loaded and ran six registered applications without rebuilding the cluster.

Spotlight
on Silicon
Mechanics

Impact

• Configuration made simple. By choosing a certified Intel Cluster Ready cluster for their
registered applications, customers know that components and applications will work together,
right out of the box.
• Fast troubleshooting. Intel® Cluster Checker helps identify and resolve problems fast, increasing cluster reliability, reducing administrative complexity, and minimizing the need for
specialized support skills.

Silicon Mechanics

• Reaching new customers. The Intel Cluster Ready program is making HPC possible for a
wider range of organizations.
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For many Silicon Mechanics customers, complexity is the primary obstacle for deploying
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a new HPC cluster. “Our customers turn to high-performance computing to solve particu-
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lar problems,” says Dave Bryan, executive vice president of products at Silicon Mechanics.
“But in many cases, they don’t have the IT resources to manage a large, complex infrastructure. Our goal is to make it simple for more customers to experience the power of  
HPC so they can attack those problems head on.”
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Silicon Mechanics offers certified Intel Cluster Ready clusters to make
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Intel Cluster Checker can also help systems integrators and software
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Intel Cluster Ready program will enable more organizations to
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deployment in a department or a small organization truly possible,”

What is Intel® Cluster Ready?

says Bryan. “Whether you’re a design group in a large automotive

The Intel Cluster Ready program makes it simple for cus-

enterprise, a product packaging organization, or a small oil and gas

tomers to buy, deploy, and operate an Intel® processor–based

firm conducting reservoir modeling, Intel Cluster Ready provides a

HPC cluster. Intel works with system integrators such as Silicon

simple way to experience the power of high-performance computing

Mechanics as well as hardware and software vendors to create

without the complexity of managing a large infrastructure.”

a common basis for HPC clusters. An application written to run
on one certified Intel Cluster Ready cluster can run reliably on
another certified cluster.

For more information, visit www.intel.com/go/cluster to
discover which applications are Intel Cluster Ready and
where to buy a certified Intel Cluster Ready cluster
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